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Town of Waldoboro 

Economic Development Committee Meeting 

Monday, February 3, 2020 

 

1. Call to Order 

Attending members at 7:00pm starting time: Jan Visser, Jen Merritt, George Seaver, Bob Butler, Julie 

Keizer, Ted Wooster, John Martins, and Max Johnstone (minutes). 

 

Guest: Reuben Mahar 

 

2. Introduction 

John Martins was presented as the newest member. John provided a brief background of his work and his 

current work with Lincoln Health. 

 

3. Minutes 

Bob-Ted motioned to approve the October 2019 minutes. These were the last minutes recorded when 

the EDC had a quorum. Minutes were approved 5-0-1 with John abstaining. 

 

4. TIF (Max) 

Tina Mullins (in charge of TIF for the DECD) asked for some revisions before final submission. Max noted 

that Bill included a clause that allows technical revisions without requiring another vote. Max said that 

Tina told him that we will still capture the new values this year. 

Because American Unagi is part of the TIF District, Bill mentioned that they are receiving FAME financing. 

George said there should be some real estate from them in May or June. 

 

5. Public Transportation (Max) 

Max had the Select Board review the final draft of the survey. These revisions include making the answers 

as a checklist instead of a blank space. Max also removed the header on the back page to only pay for 

color on one side and to have more “additional comments” section. Jan asked when this would be sent 

out; Max said Lincoln County Publishing gave an estimate of 2 weeks to have the 2600 surveys ready. Max 

is hoping to have everything sent out around President’s Day and to have the surveys turned in by March 

20, 2020. 

Jen asked what Question 7 was about for stops in Waldoboro; Max said that was where people would 

want to go in Waldoboro, and it could work into the regional scope he is aiming for. Bob asked if he would 

go to the more densely populated spots of Waldoboro; Max said he would likely do some sessions at 

Sproul Block and other Downtown spots if he has money left over. Jen asked if the Pharmacy should have 

a drop-off spot; Max said that the library (with permission) and the Town office can be drop-off locations. 

Jan asked if there are surveys at the drop-off spots; Max said every resident has a survey mailed to them 

and can provide extra copies to those who do not receive them. Bob hopes that everyone fills out the 

survey since the results should not be skewed to favor one side. Ted and Jen suggested putting a notice 

to return the survey at the front instead of just the end of the survey; Max noted that a Business Reply 

envelope is accompanying the survey. Bob asked if this has already gone to the printer; Max said he did, 

but he can see if he can make the amendment. George asked if there is a press release for this to include 

the urgency; Max said he was considering a press release around the time it was released. Max mentioned 

that the Lincoln County News has already made an article for this survey. George asked if this would be 

an electric bus or propane bus; Max said this is just seeing if there is interest. John said he has done many 

patient satisfactions surveys in his career and believes we should not expect a massive response rate; Max 

said the Recreation Department had about 500/2500 surveys respond to their survey without a press 
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release. Jan asked how people will know this is a survey based on the envelope; Max said it will say “Public 

Transportation Survey” on the envelope and show the Town of Waldoboro as a sender. George asked if 

the survey asks about the person’s age since he believes it would be useful to know the demographic; 

Max said no and this is solely about seeing interest to justify an additional survey  or forum. John suggested 

putting an ad on the LCTV website, which is free. Jan asked how well the Rockland bus service is; Bill and 

Max estimated about 12-20 people. 

 

6. CEDS (Bill) 

The Downtown/ Route 1 Corridor Project was identified by the EDC as a potential economic project some 

time ago to enhance the businesses on Route 1 and bring some more activity in the back of the Route 1 

strip. Bill gave a quick story about MCEDD’s office needing to relocate and that there was a consideration 

for Waldoboro, but the Downtown was not as lively as Damariscotta’s (which is where the office is now).  

George asked about AD Gray’s future; Bill said that the building’s future will depend on how the 

Downtown is rebuilt since this would have been grabbed in another town. Bill noted that Rockport and 

Thomaston have RFQs for their areas to make a mix of commercial and residential. Jan asked what the 

timeline is; Bill said a masterplan needs to be made that has an angle, then there needs to be a zoning 

strategy to maximize the space in the Downtown/ Route 1 zones. Bill said that when the electric charging 

station grants were offered, Max noted that Waldoboro would need activities for people to do for 1-2 

hours. Bill noted that the same idea is for other businesses like hotels/ motels that need nearby amenities 

and views for travelers. Bill said the focus is to get components together and work from there. Jen asked 

if some areas in the commercial strip could be re-zoned regarding mixed-use housing; Bill and Max said 

that the Land Use Committee is looking at that now. Bill continued by saying that there is limited 

commercial and industrial space that should be considered when removing the limits on Route 1. Jan 

asked that the old Downtown Master Plan be distributed to members. Bill said that one thing the Land 

Use Committee will look at is extending the zone to encourage development away from Route 1. 

 

7. Town Update (Max) 

George asked about when the website will be ready; Max said he thought it would be done by now, but 

that is something to ask Tanya. George then asked if the new website would have plot lines and 

information on the parcels; Max said he doesn’t recall that being a feature and doesn’t think that will be 

on the website. 

Jan asked about the community center; Max said that Julie is working on the easement and how to acquire 

finding. Max said that he is restraining his answers because he believes Julie should give those 

announcements. 

Max said AD Gray Committee is still meeting and working on the background information for the school; 

Bob added that the Committee wants to make sure AD Gray has a viable solution to return to the tax base 

and not be a responsibility for the Town. 

George asked about the Sylvania property; Bob said that he, Julie, Ron Philips, and the Sylvania group will 

meet on February 18th to discuss the property’s future. Ted wants to push for an improved substation in 

Waldoboro to handle more solar voltaic power, which is what he anticipates for Sylvania’s property. 

George said that America Unagi is considering hiring ReVision Energy for a solar installation on their roof, 

which could evolve into the Business Park doing a solar farm. Ted and Max mentioned that there is a solar 

farm coming to the Planning Board on February 12th at the Travis Reed property. Max said that this would 

be an 11-acre solar farm between a vernal pool and a Resource Protection District. Max added that this is 

likely the only agenda item for the Planning Board. 

 

8. Streetlights (Max) 
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Max said RealTerm gave a Change Order for an extra $2,700 dollars since Hedstrom found wiring issues 

in Camden and want us to increase our budget in the event we have similar issues. Max said he will bring 

this up to the Select Board next week and is proposing to remove at least three decorative fixtures to 

make up the cost. Ted wants to convert a light in his parking with an LED streetlight. Max said signing the 

Change Order increases what our IGA price is from roughly $78,000 to $80,000, but it does not mean that 

the final price will be $80,000. George asked how this came up now; Max said that RealTerm did the rough 

survey and the problem was only found now when Hedstrom did some maintenance work in Camden.  

Max said the decision to remove the decorative fixtures will depend on the Select Board. Max said he will 

recommend removing the two on the edge of Main Street and possibly the ones on Jefferson Street. 

George asked if there can be a ceiling on these installations; Max said that he and Julie are displeased that 

this was raised after we settled a lease agreement to pay for the initial IGA price. Bob asked if Max has 

spoken to Hedstrom; Max said he will do so tomorrow to get Hedstrom’s experience on this. 

Jan asked if the maintenance agreement with Hedstrom is set; Max said yes. 

 

9. Citizen’s Comments 

Reuben asked if the sewer and water expansions would also consider Next Median (fiber, gas, etc.) for 

underground expansion of more utilities; Bill said it would be considered, but it is an expensive project to 

pursue that would require tons of grant funding. Reuben believes that if we are committing to the 

expansion, then we should consider the underground installation for other utilities to save costs.  

 

10. ADJOURN 


